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ailing Somewhat ill or prone to illness.
The ailing economy.

anemia A lack of vitality.

anemic Relating to anemia or suffering from anemia.
An anemic attempt to hit the baseball.

blanch Flinch or grow pale from shock, fear, or a similar emotion.
He visibly blanched at this reminder of mortality.

complexion Give a certain color to.
A liberal political complexion.

dark Having a dark hue.
Matthew flashed a dark look at her.

dim Made dim or less bright.
The dim glow of the fire.

face Turn so as to face turn the face in a certain direction.
Face a playing card.

fading Weakening in force or intensity.

flagging Becoming tired or less dynamic; declining in strength.
There was a pile of flagging waiting to be laid in place.

fragility Lack of physical strength.
Osteoporosis is characterized by bone fragility.

hue A colour or shade.
Verdigris is greenish yellow in hue.

ill Presaging ill fortune P B Shelley.
Ill fitting clothes.

jaundice Affect with or as if with jaundice.
Jealousy had jaundiced his judgment.
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limp A tendency to limp a gait impeded by injury or stiffness.
A limp gesture as if waving away all desire to know.

moonbeam A ray of moonlight.

pale Become pale in one s face from shock or fear.
I paled at the thought of what she might say.

pallid Lacking in intensity or brightness; dim or feeble.
A pallid performance.

pallor
Unnatural lack of color in the skin (as from bruising or sickness or
emotional distress.
The deathlike pallor of his face.

pigmentation The deposition of pigment in animals or plants or human beings.

powerless Without ability, influence, or power.
Troops were powerless to stop last night s shooting.

sallow Cause to become sallow.
Sallow faced addicts.

sensitization
The process of becoming highly sensitive to specific events or situations
(especially emotional events or situations.
Common gut bacteria prevent sensitization to allergens.

sick People who are sick.
The British economy remains sick.

swarthy Dark-complexioned.
A smile on his swarthy face.

tint Dye someone s hair with a tint.
They spent hours having their hair tinted and set.

undermine Destroy property or hinder normal operations.
The flow of water had undermined pillars supporting the roof.

weak

Relating to or denoting the weakest of the known kinds of force between
particles which acts only at distances less than about 10 cm is very much
weaker than the electromagnetic and the strong interactions and conserves
neither strangeness parity nor isospin.
A weak president.

white Trousers made of flannel or gabardine or tweed or white cloth.
Garnet red flowers flecked with white.

yellow Affected by jaundice which causes yellowing of skin etc.
He based his judgement on headlines and yellow journalism.
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